Becoming a member of CNC’s Governance and Membership Subcommittee

What you’ll do:

● Lead efforts to do targeted recruitment of new CNC member organizations
● Help further develop member benefits and engagement
● Assist in developing events for member and non-member nonprofits (Cambridge Serves, Executive Director Lunches)
● Provide guidance on issues related to governance, and coalition rules for engagement for collective action

Skills You’ll Apply and Develop:

● Modeling intercultural competence and demonstrated commitment to equity, inclusion and social justice work
● Insights, contributions, perspectives, and ideas gained from lived experiences related to CNC’s mission of advancing equity
● Designing and implementing virtual and in-person events
● Drafting policies related to nonprofit governance, with a specific focus on rules of engagement for coalitions
● Designing and implementing membership based benefits and programming
● Developing and implementing community outreach

Time Commitment: 1-2 hours per month

● Monthly, one hour Governance and Membership Subcommittee meetings
● Action items between meetings as needed

What current members say:

“It’s been a really great way to get to know the different players in the nonprofit sector in Cambridge and be able to work together towards a unified voice!” - Maritza Grooms, Cambridge Community Television

"Volunteering for the Membership subcommittee of the CNC has helped me grow my knowledge of the Cambridge nonprofit sector, given me a chance to meet and work with fantastic non-profit leaders, and overall has been a very rewarding experience." - Hannah Parra, Cambridge Camping

About Cambridge Nonprofit Coalition

The mission of Cambridge Nonprofit Coalition (CNC) is to advance equity and justice in Cambridge by strengthening the nonprofit sector, building collective voice and promoting collaboration.